Abstract This work introduces a new asynchronous parallel self-adaptive evolution strategy. An asynchronous scheme is chosen because the load on the processors is usually unbalanced. The proposed algorithm is nonblocking leaving no processor idle at any given time. The motivation and theory for the algorithm is based on the author's previous analysis of continuous evolution strategies [9] and the reduction of random fluctuation in mutative self-adaptation [7] . The algorithm is implemented in C++ using Posix threads and tested on a number of unimodal and multimodal benchmark problems. The result is an efficient and effective numerical optimization strategy for multi-processor machines.
Introduction
An evolutionary search proceeds from a number of parent points x i ∈ R n , i = 1, . . . , µ. Each of these points is replicated imperfectly (reproduction) on average λ/µ times resulting in λ new points (offspring) as follows:
where i is uniform randomly selected from 1, . . . , µ and j = 1 . . . , λ. Here the imperfect replication, or mutation, is realized by the addition of a normally distributed random number with zero mean and variance defined by the strategy parameter σ 2 (mutation strength). The new points, also objective variables, are then evaluated using the objective function f (x). Based on the objective value (fitness) the worst λ−µ points are deleted and the best µ replace the parent points x i , i = 1, . . . , µ. This procedure of variation followed by selection is repeated a number of times (generations) until some termination criteria is met, commonly a maximum number of function evaluations.
In addition to mutating the objective variables it is also possible to mutate the strategy parameters. This technique is known as mutative self-adaptation [10, 2] and the replication is then performed as follows [10] :
where τ o ∝ 1/ √ n. In this case each point (individual ) is represented by a pair (x, σ). The idea here is that through the strategy parameter σ, the search distribution adapts itself in such a way that the replication of x is likely to generate a better point.
What has been described so far is a simple synchronous or generational (µ, λ) evolution strategy using mutative self-adaptation [10] . In an asynchronous scheme new points are generated and old ones deleted in an arbitrary order. This may be achieved to some extent using continuous selection (steady-state selection). More specifically (µ + 1) selection [5] . The + implies that the µ parent points compete with a single new point, λ = 1. This way only a single arbitrary parent point is replicated at a time followed by the immediate deletion of the single worst point. However, the (µ + 1) strategy suffers from the possibility of generating super individuals whose inherited search distribution is highly unsuitable for their new situation [10, p. 145] . These individuals are deleted in a (µ, λ) strategy but may remain indefinitely by the (µ + 1) strategy. This issue was addressed in [9] and solved by introducing an upper bound on the reproductive capacity of an individual, i.e. the maximum number of replications of a given parent.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the theoretical motivations for the algorithm in terms of the rate of progress. This leads to a discussion on mutative self-adaptation in section 3. The new asynchronous evolution strategy is then presented in section 4. The algorithm is demonstrated and compared with the generational evolution strategy on some standard unimodal and multimodal test problems in section 5. In the final section a summary and conclusion are drawn.
The driving force of any evolutionary algorithm is the rate at which parent points are imperfectly replicated. The number of replications are limited by selection determined by parent fitness and in some instances generational age.
A means of determining whether an evolutionary algorithm "works" is by estimating its rate of progress. If the goal is x * and a distance metric d(x, x * ) = x − x * ≥ 0 can be defined, then the rate of progress may be written as follows:
where ∆t is some elapsed time and x (t) best denotes the best parent point at generation t. As long as ϕ > 0 is bounded away from zero the evolutionary algorithm is said to work. Computing the expectation (1) is complex and often requires making approximations, in some instances Monte-Carlo simulation.
In order to minimize computational costs, in terms of the number of fitness evaluations needed, a population size which maximizes the overall progress is computed. For a single processor computer the optimalλ for a single parent (µ = 1) strategy, working with an optimal normalized step lengthσ * , has been calculated for a number of function models [10] . For the (1, λ) the optimalλ is:
2.5 for the inclined plane, 4.7 for the sphere model, and 6.0 for the corridor model. These optimal values are determined for when the maximal normalized universal rate of progressφ * divided by λ is maximal. In other words, the maximal progress per function evaluation or individual. When using a (1 + λ) strategy it is found that the optimalλ is 1 for these models [10] . If the maximal progress for (1, λ) and the maximal progress gained by (1 + 1) times λ is compared, then it becomes clear that the (1 + 1) is the fastest strategy. For example, the maximal normalized progress rate for the sphere model is ϕ * (1,5) (σ * ) ≈ 0.7 and ϕ * (1+1) (σ * ) ≈ 0.2 or ≈ 1.0 for 5 function evaluations. Since the (1 + 1) strategy is also the simplest form of continuous selection, using a replace worst strategy, it is clear that evolutionary algorithms using continuous selection will require fewer function evaluation than generational selection to reach an optimum for a single processor. However, for a multiprocessor environment the reverse is true. Similar arguments can be made for µ > 1 for these models.
It has also been argued that continuous versus generational selection is essentially a change in the exploration/exploitation balance [4] . For global optimization problems a greater exploration of the search space is desirable. However, there are other means of achieving exploration, as for example by the proper choice of mutation strength, search distribution, and the number of offspring generated per parent ξ ≈ λ/µ. Two approaches will be used here to increasing the likelihood of a global hit. Firstly, by using a larger number of parents (µ). This may result in a more thorough exploration of the search space. Secondly, by using a large mutation strength. Initially a large mutation strength, covering the search space, is usually selected. Large mutation strengths come at the cost of a lower success probability and so the reproductive capacity (ξ) must be increased if they are to be maintained. Note that the search is only local to the effect of the mutation strength, if the mutation strength is large one might call it global search [1] .
Nevertheless, the theory is only valid as long as optimal mutation strengths are maintained. Maintaining near optimal mutation strengths is therefore of considerable concern.
Mutative self-adaptation
In mutative self-adaptation the mutation strength is randomly changed. It is only dependent on the parent's mutation strength, the parent step-size multiplied by a random number. This random number is commonly lognormally distributed.
The isotropic mutative self-adaptation for a (µ, λ) evolution strategy, using the log-normal update rule, is as follows [10] ,
. . , λ where the parent is uniform randomly sampled, i ∈ [1, µ], anew for each j, τ o c (µ,λ) / √ n and the step size is updated in the following discrete generation by setting σ i = η i . Instead of having one common strategy parameter it is also possible to have one for each of the n object variables. In this case the non-isotropic mutative self-adaptation rule is [10] ,
where τ = ϕ/ √ 2n and τ = ϕ/ 2 √ n. The step-size is updated as before by setting σ i = η i . The primary aim of the step-size control is to tune the search distribution so that maximal progress in maintained. For this some basic conditions for achieving optimal progress must be satisfied. The first lesson in selfadaptation is taken from the 1/5-success rule [6, p. 367]. The rule's derivation is based on the probability w e that the offspring is better than the parent. This probability is calculated for the case where the optimal standard deviation is usedŵ e , from which it is then determined that the number of trials must be greater than or equal to 1/ŵ e if the parent using the optimal step-size is to be successful. Founded on the sphere and corridor models, this is the origin of the 1/5 (ŵ e ) value.
In a mutative step-size control, such as the one given by (2), there is no single optimal standard deviation being tested, but rather a series of trial step sizes η j , j = 1, . . . , λ/µ centered 1 around the parent step size σ i . Consequently, the number of trials may need to be greater than that specified by the 1/5-success rule. If enough trial steps for success are generated near the optimal standard deviation then this trial step-size will be inherited via the corresponding offspring. This offspring will necessarily also be the most likely to achieve the greatest progress and hence be the fittest. The fluctuations on σ i (the trial standard deviations η j ) and consequently also on the optimal mutation strength, will degrade the performance of the evolution strategy. The theoretical maximal progress rate is impossible to obtain. Any reduction of this fluctuation will therefore improve performance [2, p. 315] . If random fluctuations are not reduced, then a larger number of trials must be used (the number of offspring generated per parent) in order to guarantee successful mutative self-adaptation. This may especially be the case for when the number of free strategy parameters increases, as in the non-isotropic case.
Random fluctuations can be reduced for strategyparameters, generated by the mutative rules (2) or (3), by letting the following weighted average be inherited to the next generation [7] ,
where n σ = 1 or n σ = n respectively. By considering the (1, λ) strategy, one notices that this is an exponential recency-weighted average for a given lineage,
T +1−t = 1, and when (1 − χ) is less than 1, the weight decreases exponentially according to the exponent of (1−χ). When χ = 1 the method is equivalent to the canonical approach. As the average number of trials generated increases (λ/µ) the more likely it will become that the optimal step-size is generated and successful. In this case a value of χ closer to 1 is reasonable. However, if the generated step-size is only an approximation of the optimal one, then a value of χ around say 0.2 would be more appropriate [7] .
This averaging has the effect of reducing the step-size variations passed on between generations although the variation within a generation remains the same. If one would like to retain the same variation between generations a larger learning rate must be used. That is
For the isotropic mutation the corrected learning rate would then be,
1 The expected median is σi.
and so if χ = 1 thenτ o = τ o . Similarly, for the nonisotropic mutation,
where υ = 1 2n + 1 2 √ n , and for χ = 1 then ϕ =φ. The new update rules are equivalent to that of (2) and (3), with the corrected learning rates (6) and (7), and the step sizes updated according to (4) . For example, the new isotropic mutative self-adaptive rules becomes,
where 0 < χ ≤ 1 and i ∈ [1, µ].
Asynchronous parallel evolution strategy
The asynchronous parallel evolution strategy developed is based on the idea of using a number of replicator threads. Given a population of µ parents a thread's job is to pick out two parent candidates i and j, where i is replicated and j overwritten. For a small population the candidates are simply the best and worst available individuals respectively. Here being "available" means that no other thread is using the candidate. For larger populations a tournament style selection process can be employed, where m randomly selected available parents are ranked, i being the best and j the worst. This procedure is described in detail in figure 2 . In practice it is necessary to mark i and j as busy, or temporarily unavailable, hence stopping threads from writing to the same memory at the same time. In general it is unlikely that two threads will try to mark the same individual as busy at the same time. However, to eliminate this possibility a non-blocking mutex 2 may be applied, the individual marked, and immediately released. The resulting behavior of this new strategy is a combination of both the (1, λ) and (1 + 1) evolution strategy.
Following the idea of replacing the worst individuals in continuous selection [9] , parent j is overwritten by a mutated version of parent i. During replication parents i and j are tagged busy and parent j continues to remain busy until its fitness evaluation is completed. The complete replication thread procedure, the function with which the new Posix thread begins execution, is illustrated by the pseudocode in figure 1 . The number of times this procedure is started would typically be equivalent to the number of processors available. If a tournament style selection is used, then lines 2-3 should be replaced by the code in figure 2. Any search distribution, specified by the strategy parameter σ, is only
Initialize:
σi := σo, ζi := 0, i uniform randomly ∈ [ , ], evaluate f ( i ); i := 1, . . . , µ. Replication thread: 1 while termination criteria not satisfied do 2 i ← best available (set replicated i busy) 3 j ← worst available (set overwritten j busy)
ζj ← 0 (zero offspring reproduction counter ) 15 i available, evaluate f ( j ), and j available od Figure 1 The initialization and replication thread procedure.
attempted a number of times. If after ξ trials a better individual has not been created then clearly the search distribution is unsuitable for the parent point. The strategy parameter is in this case updated following the idea of reducing random fluctuation discussed in the previous section (lines 4-5). If, however, the parent step size and the updated steps size both fail after ξ trials, the individual should be deleted since clearly both search distributions are unsuitable. This is achieved by forcing the parent to overwrite itself (lines 6-9).
The remainder of the thread involves the offspring inheriting the parent steps size (line 10), generating its own trial steps size (line 11), and then being overwritten by the mutated parent (line 12). The reproduction counter is incremented for the parent and zeroed for the offspring (lines 13-14). Finally, the parent is made available to other threads, the offspring is evaluated, and also made available (line 15). The algorithm is denoted by (µ; ξ) APES, or (µ; ξ; m) APES in the case when tournament selection is used.
Experimental studies
In this section two unimodal and two multimodal test functions are studied. All experiments are performed on a 4-CPU Sun (Solaris 9) computer and the APES algorithm is written in C++ using standard Posix threads.
Unimodal
The aim of this study is to empirically verify the new asynchronous parallel evolution strategy and compare it Tournament style selection: 1 i ← j ← random available parent ∈ {1, . . . , µ} and mark them busy 2 for k = 1, . . . , m do 3 k ← random available parent ∈ {1, . . . , µ}\{i, j} 4 mark k as busy
mark k as available od Figure 2 A tournament style selection, parent i will be replicated and parent j overwritten. An individual is busy when some other program thread is occupied with it.
with the canonical approach. In all cases the number of variables is n = 30 and the population is initialized uniformly and randomly in [−1, 1] . Only the isotropic mutation will be considered in this section with an initial mean step size of σ (0) = 2/ √ 12, as in [3, 9] .
Sphere model The APES algorithm's performance, using the isotropic mutative self-adaptation, on the sphere model,
is compared with a standard self-adaptive evolution strategy (1, λ) ES [10] and one using an optimal mutation strength [6, p. 366]:
The optimal strategies illustrate the performance limits for the single processor (single thread) case. The different evolution strategy schemes studied are therefore: Figure 3 shows the best function value versus the number of function evaluations averaged over 1000 independent runs. As expected from the theory, the continuous APES using a single thread and a replace worst selection strategy has a higher rate of progress per function evaluation than a standard (1, λ) ES. However, as the number of threads increases the progress is less. This is due to the fact that less fit individuals are replicated when the best individual is unavailable. To get a feeling of the speed up in time using the different strategies one needs to scale the horizontal axis by the number of threads used. For example, the APES using 4-threads needs around 8000 function evaluations to reach a function value of 1E−20, or equivalently 2000 asynchronous parallel function evaluations. Similarity, the (1, 10) ES would be as fast using four synchronous threads and faster using more than four. Similarly, the APES is faster when the threads are fewer than four. This is in agreement with the progress rate theory for the sphere model.
Correlated model
The unimodal model studied here is the correlated model,
Unlike the sphere model the correlated model is not spherically symmetric. The model has been used to illustrate the need for rotation angles in ES in order to adapt the full covariance mutation matrix. This requires up to another n(n−1)/2 strategy parameters in addition to the usual n used for the non-isotropic mutation. However, in this study an isotropic self-adaptation will be used. The progress velocity for an optimal isotropic mutation will be less than that of the optimal correlated non-isotropic mutation. Nevertheless, one must also consider the adaptation time for a strategy using n(n − 1)/2 + n different strategy parameters. The search time for the isotropic self-adaptation will also increase, since the reproductive capacity must be increased in order to guarantee success. Here ξ = λ/µ = 20 was needed for the mutative selfadaptation to work with τ o = 1/ √ n. When the results presented here are compared with that in [3] using correlated mutations, it is noticed that the isotropic mutation is faster.
The experiments performed are 1000 independent runs for the ( model the number of function evaluations needed to reach the same solution quality increases with the number of threads. However, the number of asynchronous parallel function evaluations is far less and so there is a significant speed up in real time. Furthermore, the APES using four threads has a significantly greater rate of progress than a similar synchronous ES. In practice this implies that a larger number of parallel processors is needed for the synchronous ES to gain the same real time speedup to the APES.
Multimodal
The unimodal models studied have illustrated local search performance for the new asynchronous parallel evolution strategy. In order to give some indication of global search performance multimodal functions must also be examined. The functions chosen are Ackley's and Kowalik's function. The population is initialized uniformly and randomly in [−32, 32] 30 and [−5, 5] 4 respectively. Both experiments use the non-isotropic mutation with σ (0) = 64/ √ n and σ (0) = 1/ √ n respectively. The default strategy parameters are:
Ackley In this study the global hit performance of (µ, 200) ES is compared with (20; ξ) APES for Ackley's function:
The parent number and reproductive capacity is varied and the global hits recorded for 100 independent runs. The maximum number of function evaluations is set at 10.000. To give some indication for the speed at which these optimum are found the average best objective function value versus function evaluations is plotted in figure 5 for the (10, 200) ES and the (20; 40) APES using 1 and 4 threads. The number of function evaluations required to find good quality solutions is similar for the APES using 1 and 4 threads indicating that significant speedups may be expected when using multiple-threads for global optimization problems.
Furthermore, the results depicted in table 1 show the number of global hits increasing as ξ increases. This may be explained by the fact that as ξ increases larger mutation strengths are maintained longer. One exception is the result for the (1, 200) ES, in this case one may argue that it is the lack of diversity, i.e. using a single parent search point, results in poor global search performance.
Kowalik In the previous example, global search performance was enhanced by maintaining larger mutation strength longer. In this experiment another approach is taken, a greater number of parents is used. Clearly, the larger the number of parents the more desirable it becomes to use the tournament style selection described in 2, where m µ. That is, the best and worst available individual is found for a smaller subpopulation instead of the entire population. This experiment is performed PSfrag replacements on Kowalik's function:
where a =(. The maximum number of function evaluations is 20.000. The number of global hits for 100 independent runs is given in table 2. The results are for a (200; ξ; m) APES where both the impact of m and ξ is examined. Here using 1 or 4 threads makes little difference, and so 4 threads will be used. These results indicate that a binary tournament (m = 1) is not effective. The notation m = inf is used to indicate that the whole population was using in the ranking. Any tournament size greater than 5 seems appropriate. Other results are not as decisive as for the Ackley experiment. On closer inspection it is revealed that local minima are found outside the object variable range initially specified.
When fig. 6 , it is observed that the number of function evaluation needed to reach a solution of equal quality is similar. The APES run is, however, more noisy due to the tournament style selection used. In general we should expect similar performance for the asynchronous and synchronous evolution strategies for this global optimization problem. 6 Summary and conclusion
The asynchronous parallel evolution strategy proposed is based on the evolution strategy theory [6, 10, 2] and the work initiated in [9, 7] . The preliminary experimental results indicate that the algorithm developed is an efficient and effective search strategy for numerical optimization on multi-processor computers. Its implementation is non-blocking leaving no processor idle at any time. The source code can be obtained from the author upon request.
A computer with a small number of processors will solve the unimodal optimization problems studied faster using the asynchronous parallel evolution strategy. However, for multimodal functions the asynchronous and synchronous performance is similar. Nevertheless, in practice the asynchronous scheme is still preferable since the load on the processors may be unbalanced.
Further enhancements of this algorithm include nonlinear constraint handling using the ranking procedure presented in [8] and improved search distributions.
